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* Permanently Eliminates Odors
* Pleasantly Scented
* Safe on Carpet
* Safe on Most Fabrics

* Around Toilets * Around Urinals
* Carpet  * Sub floors
* Fabrics * Kennels
* Tile & Grout * Concrete

* Specially Designed To Eliminate Odors
* Non-Staining On Carpet Or Fabrics
* Leaves No Harmful Residue
* Pleasantly Scented
* Non-Flammable

* Schools * Hospitals
* Health Clubs * Nursing Homes
* Hotels/Motels * Apartments
* Industry Washrooms * Animal Hospitals

Fragrance...........Fresh Linen or Citrus Fresh
Solubility..........................................Complete
Flash point............................Not Determined

Evaporation rate...........Slower than ether
Shelf life..................................1 year min.

FOR ODOR ELIMINATION ON HARD SURFACES: 
First clean up excess odor-causing material if present. Then 
simply spray the product directly on the area that is in need 
of treatment. It is important that the product reaches the 
source of the odor. Allow product to saturate grout cracks 
and openings such as around toilets. Allow product to dry 
completely before mopping or cleaning.

FOR ODOR ELIMINATION ON CARPET:
When treating carpet it is important to saturate the 
treatment area with enough product to penetrate the pad 
and/or sub-floor. If carpet has been pulled back or removed 
spray entire sub-floor and allow to dry before recovering.  

ODOR B GONE is formulated with specially cultured blend of enzymes and bacteria developed to 
attack and eliminate urine and fecal matter odors from human, pet and rodent sources. ODOR B 
GONE is pleasantly scented to give an immediate odor relief when applied while the product goes to 
work permanently eliminating the source of the odor. ODOR B GONE does not cover-up or 
encapsulate the source of the order allowing it to resurface in the future. This product is specially 
formulated to permanently chemically convert the odor source into an inert odorless substance. 
Furthermore, ODOR B GONE is safe to use on any water safe surface. ODOR B GONE is available 
in two great fragrances Fresh Linen or Citrus Fresh. 
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